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Chapter 3

Plato: Out of the Cave
1

Plato may or may not have once aspired to be a prizewinning dramatist. He was certainly born to rule. He
was born into an Athenian, aristocratic family whose
sons would expect — and be expected — to achieve
prominence in politics and public affairs. Plato disappointed expectations except through his philosophy. It seems he acquired a daimon named
Socrates who kept whispering no; who made him
burn his plans for entering into politics in any manner
he regarded as philosophically unjustified. He would not
compromise his ideals. Political reality could not live up to them.
In Republic, Socrates remarks that the few who are truly appreciative of
philosophy will be, in political life, like travelers huddled against a wall in a
dust storm (496d). They will stand apart from those who dominate public
affairs and be content if they can keep their hands clean and, in the end,
depart in peace. To achieve even as much as that would be a great thing.
And yet: greater would be to take a proper, active role in politics, for this is
what man is born to do.
Plato negotiated these competing demands of purism and practicality,
retreat and engagement, by making himself the original academic. He founded
his famous Academy around 385 BCE. The word ‘academy’ — as in ‘the
groves of academe’ — derives from the name for the site of Plato’s school,
in a suburb of Athens. It was planted with olive groves and dedicated to an
ancient hero, Akademus. (Not a scholar-hero, in case you were wondering.)
Plato apparently made one serious attempt to play what he could regard
as an appropriate role in politics, not in his home city but in Sicily. He was
invited to be an advisor to Dion of Syracuse (a Greek city.) Dion was the son
of the king. Apparently Plato traveled there two or three times, hoping to
become the wise power behind the throne. But it came to nothing, beyond
awkward and potentially hazardous entanglement in power struggles. Plato
retreated to his Academy, where he taught and presided for decades until
his death.
Most of Plato’s dialogues must have been written after the time of the
founding of the Academy, with perhaps only the earliest being written before.
It is useful to keep in mind how much time must have passed since the events
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they purport to narrate. Euthyphro has to be set in 399 BCE, the year of
Socrates’ trial. The dialogue may have been written ten years later. Meno is
set earlier and was almost certainly written still later. Republic may be set in
428 or 413 (good guesses as to when the festival taking place at the start of
the dialogue may have really taken place.) The dialogue is thought to have
been written around 375 — half a century after the fact.
2
This is a good place to say a few words about Athens. Plato’s Republic contains,
famously, a blueprint for an ideal city. Classical ancient Greek discussions of
politics revolve back to the level of the city — polis: hence our ‘politics’. This
is due to the distinctive political geography of that time and place. The Greek
world, meaning the Greek-speaking world, was extensive. Greeks had colonies
around the Mediterranean, from Sicily to Asia Minor. This world was, by and
large, divided into city-states. These were politically autonomous units, with
a wide variety of government-types, typically consisting of an urban center
and enough land around it to support the population. Athens was one of
the largest of these and was remarkable in other ways as well.
Socrates, the Gadfly of Athens, lived through most of the Golden Age
of Athens, a century-long period that began with glorious military victory
and rose up and up with imperial expansion, substantial domination of the
Greek world, cultural transformation, wealth, democratic self-confidence,
intellectual ferment and artistic achievement. Socrates’ execution squats at
the end of this period, a sorry monument to defeat — militarily, at the hands
of the Spartans; but also culturally. In the end, Athens no longer had the selfconfidence to tolerate her Gadfly. Plato was still a young man as this period
of civic flourishing was, effectively, drawing to a close. His literary preoccupations are almost as much a memorial to a time and place as to a man.
A postscript: Plato’s most famous pupil, Aristotle (384-322 BCE) was
briefly the tutor to Alexander the Great, who brought an end to the era of
the polis by uniting Greece. But Plato’s Academy preserved its autonomous
existence past the point when Athens lost hers. The Academy survived for
centuries until the Christian Emperor Justinian shut down all pagan institutions of learning in 529 CE. But the academy may not have operated continuously through this long period.
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3
Shifting our attention now to Plato’s philosophy, let’s begin with another
generous stretch of dialogue. What follows is the so-called Myth of the
Cave, aka the Allegory of the Cave. It is a very famous passage from Book 7
of Republic. (The books are like chapters. There are ten in all.)
Imagine men living in sort of subterranean cave, from which there is a
way up to the light running along one side, but the exit is a long way up.
The men have been there since childhood, necks and legs fettered so
that they remain in place and can only see straight ahead. Their restraints
prevent them from turning their heads. Light streams down from a fire
burning far behind and above them. Between the fire and the prisoners, some distance back and somewhat higher up, a path runs across the
width of the cave, in front of which stands a low wall, built like the façade
of a puppet theater, as if to conceal the bodies of performers who will
show their puppets along the top.
— I can see it.
Then see also how men are carrying along the wall — so that these things
appear above it — all sorts of artifacts: statues of men, of animals, made of
stone, of wood, fashioned in various ways. And, just as would be expected,
some of these carriers are talking while others are silent.
— This is a strange picture, and strange prisoners. (514a-b)
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Let’s pause to consider just how strange. We are about to hear tell of a prisoner who escapes, passing from darkness to light. Obviously this is allegory
of intellectual and/or spiritual enlightenment.
That is not such a strange story.
Anyone who has seen The Matrix gets
how such a drama can be compelling.
Do you take the red pill or the blue pill?
Plato’s audience would have been familiar with their own tales of bold
trips into and out of some underworld. Specifically, Plato may be adapting
religious and mythic elements from the Orphic tradition — ancient Greek
‘mystery cult’, offering its initiates rites of purification and doctrines of rebirth.
‘Orphic’ from Orpheus, mythical poet-hero whose music was so beautiful he
could sooth the savage spirits of wild beasts. He descended into the underworld to save the woman he loved from death itself.
Plato’s philosophy is likewise concerned with
self-purification, with rebirth and eternal life,
with harmonies that calm beasts and dispel
shadows. (If Plato means to compare the true
philosopher to Orpheus, it may be rather
an ironic gesture. Orpheus did manage to
charm the shades of the underworld, but
he couldn’t save the girl, and he died horribly — torn to shreds by maenads, frenzied
followers of Dionysus. But that’s another story.)
Before we get too comfortable with the notion that we — or the
Greeks — already get how this sort of story goes, we should pause to examine
the props we pass on the way. The prisoners are forced to watch a kind of
shadow-puppetry — but then again not. Shadow-puppetry — popular, traditional art form in many parts of the world — is usually set up like so.
You see?
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The light is coming from the wrong side, for purposes of comparisons to Plato.
He is giving us a physical set-up much more reminiscent of a modern cinema.

Imagine the various artifacts carried along the wall as individual film cells,
parading past a projector’s light.
It’s remarkable! Plato invented the first film
projector!
Then again, he invented the first broken film
projector. A fire behind a wall, casting shadows
of physical objects a long distance over the heads
of an audience would lose focus completely. It
would be more like a light show at a concert than
a movie.
It would be pure spectacle, not even a picture of anything.
But who expects myths to be, strictly, technologically worked-out?
(Where’s the bathroom?) Plato is obviously imagining the projection mechanism works somehow. Maybe. But the point may indeed be that the images
on the screen will necessarily be so flickering, riotous, blurry and untrue that
the show is unusable as a source of information about anything. You can’t
get any more idea about reality by watching such a spectacle than by staring
at a revolving disco ball in a dark club.
Whether we imagine the prisoners as passive zombies in a run-down
movie theater or ecstatic concert-goers — ravers in chains — we are like
these people. Or so Plato would have us believe. Let’s sit back and watch
the rest of the show.
4
They are like us, I said. Do you think, first of all, that such men could see
any more of themselves and one another than their shadows, cast by the
fire onto the wall of the cave in front of them?
— How could they, if their heads are locked into position all their lives?
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And won’t the same go for those objects carried along the wall?
— Quite.
If they could talk to each other, don’t you think the names they attached
to these shadows would be taken for names of the real things?
— Necessarily.
What if their prison had an echo which reached them off the front wall?
Whenever one of the carriers spoke, while passing behind the wall,
wouldn’t they think it was the shadow passing in front that was doing the talking? Do
you agree?
— By Zeus I do.
All in all then, I said, such men would
take reality to consist of nothing above and beyond
these shadows of
artifacts?

— They have
to believe that.
Consider then what
deliverance and
relief from bondage
and ignorance would
mean to them, if such an event ever
naturally occurred among them. Whenever
one was freed, had to stand up all at once, turn his
head, walk, look up toward the light — doing all this would mean pain.
The glare of the flame would make it impossible for the man to see those
objects whose shadows were so familiar to him. What do you think he
would say if told that what he saw before was just a lie, a delusion — that
he had come a step closer to reality, had turned to face things that existed
more fully, that he now saw more truly? If one proceeded to point out
each passing object, asking him what it was, and making him answer, don’t
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you think he would be at a loss and believe the things he saw earlier were
truer than those now before him?
— Much truer.
If one forced him to gaze into the fire itself, his eyes would hurt. He
would turn round and flee back toward those things which he
could see, supposing they were in fact clearer than those
now revealed to him.
— Quite so.
And if one were to drag him by force from that spot, up the
steep and difficult path, if one refused to let him go before
he entered the sunlight, wouldn’t he be in physical pain and
furious as he was hauled along? When he emerged into the
light, when sunlight filled his eyes, he would not be able to see
a single one of the things which are now said to be true.
— Not at once, certainly.
I think he would need time to adjust before he could see things
in the world above. At first he would find it easiest to see
shadows, then reflections of men and other things in
water, then things themselves. Eventually he would
see things in the sky, and the sky itself — but more
easily at night: the light of the stars and moon being
easier to bear than the sun and its light during the day.
— Of course.
Then, in the end, he would be able to see the sun; not just images
of it in water or in some other place but the sun itself in its own proper
sphere. He would be able to contemplate it.
— That must be so.
After this he would reflect that it is the sun which brings on the seasons
and the years, which governs everything in the visible world, and which is
also, in some sense, the cause of those other things which he used to see.
— Clearly that would be the next stage.
What then? When he thinks back to that place where he grew up, recollecting what passed for wisdom there and reminiscing about his fellow
prisoners, wouldn’t he think what had happened to him was fortunate
indeed; wouldn’t he pity the others?
— Surely.
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And suppose the men below had praise and honors to bestow upon
one another: a prize for the keenest eye for spying out shadows, and one
for the best head for remembering which shadows usually come earlier,
later, and simultaneously — thus enabling predictions of the future. Do
you think our man would covet these rewards and envy those so honored, who thereby held sway over the prisoners? Or would he feel, as
Homer put it, that he certainly preferred to be, “slave to another man
without possessions on the earth,” enduring any suffering for the sake of
being spared such opinions, and such a life as these others live?
— Quite so, he said, I think he would rather suffer anything else.
Reflect on this as well, I said. If this man went
back into the cave and sat down in his old seat,
wouldn’t his eyes be filled with darkness, leaving the sunlight so suddenly behind?
— They certainly would be.
And if he were compelled to enter once again into all those games
of shadow-gazing? If — while his sight was still affected, and before his
eyes readjusted — he had to contend in this way with those who had
remained prisoners, wouldn’t he be mocked at? Wouldn’t it be said that
his upward journey had wrecked his eyesight, that this showed it was not
worthwhile even to try to travel upward? And as for any man who tried
to free them and lead them upward: if they could lay hands on him and
kill him, they would.
— They certainly would.
This whole image, my dear Glaucon, I said, must be related to what we
spoke of before. The visible world should be compared to the prison
dwelling, the fire inside to the power of the sun. If you interpret the
upward journey and the contemplation of things above as the upward
journey of the soul to the intelligible realm, you will grasp what I take
to be the case, since you were keen to hear it. Whether it is true or not
only the god knows, but this is how I see it. In the intelligible realm, the
Form of the Good is the last to be seen, and it is seen only with difficulty.
When seen it must be accounted the cause of all that is right and beautiful, the source and wellspring of light in the visible world; while in the
intelligible world it itself is the cause and control of truth and reason. He
who would act rationally in public or private must see it.
— I share your thought so far as I can. (514c-517d)
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Plato’s Cave Myth is an allegorical expression of
thoughts about how to live and it is a presentation
of thoughts about “things in the sky and below the
earth.” That is, it is about things the historical Socrates
asked about and things the historical Socrates may
have denied special knowledge of. So perhaps the
Socrates who narrates this myth is Plato, adding a positive metaphysical vision — and a theory of knowledge — to his
teacher’s negative, ethical teachings? And yet: surely we are supposed to be
reminded of the case of the historical Socrates when we hear tell of prisoners
killing their would-be liberator. Is Plato implying that his teacher really did
have “more than human knowledge?” He had been out of the Cave? Had
been half-blinded by the light to the point where he seemed half a fool?
Let’s take it one step at a time. The myth operates on two levels: ethics
and metaphysics (how to live; what is the nature of reality.) But in fact we
should immediately subdivide these. It is about ethics and politics and
metaphysics and epistemology. (Epistemology: the study of the nature
of knowledge.) At the same time, the myth implies these four subjects are
somehow deeply unified. You can get the answers to your ethical and political questions by getting the answers to metaphysical and epistemological
questions and vice versa.
In a sense, this unity is quite intuitive. A
film like The Matrix works the same way, running together ethico-political anxiety with wild
speculation about unreal worlds and the limits
of knowledge. As a matter of storytelling, it is
not hard to combine these themes. But argumentatively and theoretically,
the fact that we are pretty clearly supposed to read the myth several ways
at once only makes it trickier to process.
I may as well mention, while I’m at it: the Cave allegory is a simplification
of Plato’s full theory, a vivid condensation of intricate arguments and positions laid out in Republic, especially in books 5-7, and in other dialogues.
Still, there is quite enough in the Cave itself to keep us busy.
5
The most puzzling feature of the Cave is probably the implication that there
are two worlds, a ‘visible’ and an (invisible but) ‘intelligible’ one.
Again, a film like The Matrix gives us a quick clue: Plato really is saying
we are stuck in a dream world — the merely visible one — and true reality
© John Holbo/Belle Waring 2015. Please do not distribute without permission.
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is elsewhere. True reality is a thing we can access only by closing our eyes
and opening our real eyes, something we have, allegedly never done before.
But why would you think that?
Let’s start from the other end, reading the allegory ethically and politically.
The prisoners are the demos — that is, the people. (‘Democracy’ means rule
by the people.) I think it’s safe to add: the prisoners are, plausibly, the democratic people of Athens. Those curious characters parading their statues and
artifacts are movers and shakers in politics and public affairs generally — in
Athens in particular.
Plato isn’t just talking about Athens, of course. But I think it is fair to
speculate that he theorizes the general case with a constant eye on what
he takes to be his hometown situation. Some of the reasons for thinking so
are obvious. His dialogues are set in Athens and full of Athenians. Here is a
slightly less obvious reason.
Republic opens with Socrates “going down to
Piraeus” (327a). That’s the port. But that does
not just mean a set of docks. It’s a long descent.
Socrates is ‘going down’ to attend a civic festival. He is compelled by a crowd of friends to
remain for a night revel that is to follow the
more sober, ritual observances of the day.
There will be a horseback torch-race, with
riders passing burning batons — spectacle
of motion, dancing light and shadow.
Turning our heads around:
above the walls, high on the Acropolis, stands
visible the great bronze statue of Athena, commemorating victory at the Battle of Marathon.
She casts a long shadow over the port — shadow
of wealth, imperial glory, civic pride, traditional
religion. So they say, sailors can see the glint off
her spear, far out to sea.
In describing conditions in his Cave, Plato
may be saying the democratic masses have a false,
distorted picture of political reality. True, they
are preoccupied with civic activities and public
figures, but only insofar as they are attracted to
spectacle, bright sights or loud noises. A festival
with torch-races, for example.
www.reasonandpersuasion.com
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The movers and shakers, walkers along the wall, correspond
to influential figures in public life. But the people do not really
even see what these people are up to, who they really are. The
people see distorted images. Their idea of the great Pericles
(greatest orator and most influential politician of the age)
is more like a bust of Pericles — image for public consumption — than like the man himself. The people are taken in by
advertising and propaganda, to use modern terms. They have
a sense of things happening, deeds done, events unfolding.
But in their eyes it just looks like a baton race.
Think about horse-race coverage of modern elections.
Who’s up? Who’s down?
Shrewd predictions are made. But a week
from now, the burning issue of who was ahead
in the polls last week will have burned out.
Furthermore, even if the people had a deeper
picture of political events, this would only
amount to insight into things that are, in
essence, hollow and artificial. Politics, as it
stands, is a sorry, empty affair, because it is
not truly directed at any good end.
That which moves and shakes is a whole lot of nothing. What the people
see, then, is just a shadow of nothing.
Here is another way to put the same basic point: popular entertainment — what used to be called mass culture — is escapist nonsense. Escape
from illusion into deeper illusion. The people are the power in the city, but
they do not spend their days trying to achieve knowledge of what is best
for the city. They amuse themselves to death. They crave action and conflict.
They erupt in violent laughter at low comedy. Politics and the courts are, in
their eyes, merely the highest form of puppet theater. Look! The fool is
beating that other fool! Politically, this is bound to be disastrous. No one
who actually understands what is best for the city will be able to take effective action in such an environment. The virtuous actually become useless in
these circumstances.
This early expression of political-criticism-as-media-criticism provides
the template for similar complaints down the centuries. In contemporary
terms: infotainment, celebrity culture, sound-bite culture, media bias, propaganda — concerns about all such things, from all points on the political
compass, tend to be retellings of Plato’s Myth of the Cave.
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Cast off your shackles, see the light! Be yourself! Fix society!
As allegory, the main defect of Plato’s Cave may therefore not be that these
prisoners are too strange but that they are not strange enough. Everyone
always thinks everyone else is deeply confused about something — usually
politics, ethics and popular culture. Maybe the first thing that happens when
you take the blue pill, the one that means illusion, is you dream you took the
red one? Whose Sun is real? (Speaking of which: many scholars will feel I am
straining to make these links between the geography and politics of Athens
itself. It’s not as though I can prove Plato’s Cave should be read in this way.
You’ll have to make up your own mind about what is plausible.)
6
What else is going in Plato’s version of the Cave? More to the point, perhaps:
what is supposed to be going on outside the Cave? What are we to make of
the mysterious denizens of the Sun-lit surface? What is this alleged division
between visible and intelligible domains? It is one thing to tell some Matrix
tale as pure ethical, political allegory. The shadows on the Cave wall fit well
with concerns we — who spend so much of our lives gazing at screens — are
likely to have about media, society, culture, every informational aspect of
life. It is impressive that Plato went to the trouble of inventing the first film
projector, just so he could complain about how bad the movies are these
days. But it is a step beyond all this to say the Matrix set-up is literally true.
Socrates says all this is “related to what we spoke of before.” What’s that?
The so-called Theory of Forms, probably the best-known Platonic doctrine. It
does not figure explicitly in any of our three dialogues — Euthyphro, Meno,
Republic, Book 1. But it is prefigured. It seems fair to say the shadow-play
comedy of these dialogues, all this bumping around in the dark, is intended,
ultimately, to direct our gaze upwards and elsewhere, to a more satisfactory plane of conceptualization. So I’m going to do my best to tell you what
I think Plato wants you to think, at the end of it all.
7
How many cows? You could answer three or one.
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How many letters are in the phrase ‘dancing cow’? Eight or ten, depending
whether you count two ‘n’s and two ‘c’s twice or once. How many words in
this book?

Each of these questions is ambiguous. The source of the ambiguity is the
so-called type-token distinction (not a Platonic term, but it will do for getting at a Platonic idea.) When you see three dancing cows you are seeing
one type of thing, three tokens of that type. The same goes for letters and
words. The letter e is one type of letter. There are many individual tokens
of the letter e on this page. We see the same letters, over and over. We see
each letter only once, as we read it. The ambiguity in questions like how
many dancing cows? how many letters in ‘dancing cow’? is a function of
uncertainty as to whether we are talking tokens or types.
Let’s switch to more Platonic labels: the type level is the intelligible level.
The token level is the visible level. (Well, it’s true. You’ve never seen the letter
e, only particular tokens of it.) The next step is the big one. Imagine there
are two worlds — domains, call them what you will — corresponding to the
two levels of the picture. There is an intelligible world, containing a permanent stock of re-usable types, and a visible world, containing lots of particular tokens, which are what they are in virtue of ‘participation in’ the types.
My letter e analogy contains a pun, because the token-type distinction and
typography are not the same, but maybe the pun can be helpful. A digitallydisplayed page of text is an affair of type, in that it mostly consists of letters.
But it is also an affair of types, in that the things you see, letters and shapes,
are constructed with reference to things you don’t see: abstract sets of digital
instructions for making as many copies of that kind of thing — the letter e, a
dancing cow — as you might want. Etymology may help: ‘type’ comes from
the Greek for strike or dent. A type of thing is a thing punched out of a
mold or pattern. Until typewriters went out of fashion, the connection was
obvious. That bit of ink-covered metal strikes the page and leaves a mark
resembling itself. Type-writing is shapes on paper participating in reusable
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patterns. Of course, if you’re quite sure you’ve typed your last letter, you
can throw your typewriter away. You won’t be needing it any more; your
last words can stand on their own. Tokens of this type
are independent of the writers that produce them.
So let’s shift back to the computer case, because
we want to imagine a case in which such participation
is not one-off but on-going. Digital word-processing is
also type-writing. But if you trash your word processing application, font files
and operating system after composing your final document, no one will be
able to read what you wrote. On your computer desktop, files and folders
look discrete and self-contained. This makes for an intuitive interface. But
the visual metaphor is misleading (if you took it too seriously.) Documents
consist of instructions that say, informally, ‘go there to get instructions about
how to construct the type of thing that is supposed to appear here.’ And the
software and hardware scurry off to a font file, or an image file, and come
back with instructions about which pixels to light up to make an e — or a
dancing cow.
Plato’s Theory of Forms says our world works the way the computer does.
The individual tokens you see around you in the visible world — that man,
that woman, cow, horse, piece of gold, rock, tree — look like discrete, selfcontained entities. But, in fact, this visual interface is a lie. Really these are
highly relational entities that are what they are in virtue of participation in
behind-the-scenes data resources. Plato’s usual word for these behind-thescenes things is translated ‘Form’ or ‘Idea’. (It gets capitalized, in English, to
make clear this is a technical use.) The Greek is usually eidos, whose original
meaning is something like shape or outline.
So: according to Plato, a cow is a cow (rather than a dog or a cat or a rock)
in virtue of participation in (brace yourself for an awkward phrase) the Form
of Cow-ness. A dancing cow is what it is (rather than being a sleeping cow
or an eating cow) through participation in the Form of Dancing. So every
particular thing you encounter in the visible world is what it is in virtue of
sitting at a crossroads of data pathways (to use another technological metaphor.) All roads lead to the intelligible world. This participation of tokens in
abstract resource types is ongoing, as in the computer case. But, according
to Plato, this participation is also highly imperfect, which brings us back to
the typewriter case. The things of the visible world are like letters from a
banged-up old typewriter with a worn-out ribbon.
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Yes, you read that right! The cows we see are very imperfect copies of
the real Cow. Why would you think that? There does seem to be a sense in
which Plato conceives of these imperfections as inevitable by-products of
mechanical reproduction. That is, he just takes it to be obvious that copies
are always a bit off. But I think we are better off trying a new analogy.
When you took geometry your textbook contained illustrations: circles, triangles, lines, squares. At some point you
got frustrated, couldn’t figure out the answer and were
tempted to take out your compass and just measure.
Your teacher said you couldn’t. Why not? Isn’t taking
measurements with scientific instruments a fine method?
Not in this case, because the figure you were told to
investigate could not be the same as this ink on paper.
Why didn’t the publisher print it more accurately? Because
it couldn’t be done.
Geometrical objects are intelligible, not visible. Strictly speaking, a point
has no extension. Your textbook may have introduced the concept point by
representing points as small black dots. But, strictly, being extensionless isn’t
a matter of being very, very small. It isn’t even like that. It is not the case that,
as printing technology improves, geometry textbook publishers get better
and better at representing extensionless points for what they really are.
At a certain point you, the student, made the leap across a conceptual
gap, leaving textbook illustrations behind. The visible drawings helped you,
in the end, not by encoding the information you needed, but by suggesting
that you needed to look elsewhere for what points, lines and circles really
are. A real point, line, circle is something you can only grasp with your mind,
not see with your eyes.
Plato thinks the things around us in the world we live in — men, women,
chairs, rocks, trees, cows, stars in the sky — are like so many illustrations in
a geometry text. As with the illustrations in the geometry book, we should
look at them, understand them, by looking past them with our mind’s eye,
seeing what they are all trying to be, what they ought to be. We should
understand the intelligible world, of which this visible one is a mere copy.
We are all — every one of us, and every rock, every tree — sadly fallen
from our true natures, striving to get back to that ideal condition. That is the
point of making the Form of Forms be the Form of the Good. Ultimately, the
Forms are the way they are because it is good for them to be that way. Our
world is an inferior copy. Our world is, in a sense, unreal. Less real. Shadow
of the real. We are all, in a weird way, cheap knockoffs of ourselves.
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This sounds like a metaphor at best, madness at worst. A dancing cow on-screen is
what it is because it participates in an abstract
data structure or resource — a file on some
hard disk, saved as dancingcow.jpg. That
makes sense. But a real cow doesn’t work like
that. Cows come from cows, not from some
abstract Form of Cow-ness. What would it
even mean to assert the contrary?
The geometry example makes a certain sense in its own terms. But everything isn’t like geometry. We understand the sense in which a geometry illustration is ‘trying to be’ pure and abstract. Here ‘trying to be’ is shorthand
for a teaching function. But cows aren’t trying to be pure and abstract, let
alone geometrical. It seems especially obscure to suggest that solid, material
cows — cows you can see and touch — could be, in any meaningful sense,
less real than the Form of Cow-ness, if there is such a thing.
8
Let’s make the correspondences with elements of the Cave myth explicit. In
Republic VI, two other famous metaphors are advanced — Sun and Line.
Often Sun, Line and Cave are taken as a set. Here’s a picture (but don’t
expect to get it right away.)

Sun, source of light and life, is an appropriate metaphor for the Form of
the Good, root of all Being, all knowledge of Being. The Sun gives us the division between intelligible and visible, which is worked out more elaborately
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in terms of the so-called ‘Divided Line’, which refers to a fourfold division of
modes of cognition and their corresponding objects. The better the mode,
the more real its object. There are many problems interpreting this. It is more
than reasonable to suspect that Plato — straining to make out that many different problems are really one problem — has generated incoherent clutter.
Let me confine myself to sorting out one major difficulty. The major division on the Line is the distinction between belief and knowledge. What is
the difference? Plato (Socrates, if you prefer) asserts that the difference is
this: knowledge is of what is; belief is of what is and is not. That is, different
modes of cognition are different in virtue of being about different things.
But surely this is confusion. Belief may be true or false; knowledge is true
by definition. But that is not the same as saying my belief, or the thing my
belief is about, is both true and false, ergo not the same thing my knowledge
would be about. I believe I have $20 in my wallet. Either I do or I don’t. I
can check. But I don’t both have it and not, before I check (as if my money
were Schrödinger’s cat.)
What can Plato be thinking, asserting the opposite? How can belief and
knowledge have different objects? If I know I have $20 in my wallet, but you
merely believe it, my knowledge and your belief are about the same thing,
right? My money? If we talk about what I know, and you believe, we aren’t
talking past each other about different things. But apparently Plato thinks
otherwise? Why?
When we can answer these questions, we will be on our way to understanding one of the deepest — not necessarily wisest — motivations for
Plato’s belief in Forms. But let’s start from a different angle. Let’s try to motivate belief in the Forms by watering down the view to something a bit less
extreme-sounding.
Philosophers use ‘platonism’ — lower-case, to indicate not all versions
of the view are Plato’s — as a name for the view that abstract entities exist.
Like what? A ghost? More like the number 3: abstract, not located in space
or time, not subject to growth, decay; not causally interactive in a natural,
physical sense. The number 3 is not identical to the numeral 3, written on
any page. You could burn all the math books, every scrap on which ‘3’ has
been physically scratched, without burning the number. 3 itself is not identical with three apples, three oranges, three cows. You might suggest that
the number 3 is what all potential sets of three things have in common. But
that is not obviously right; and, in any case, does not make the number 3
any less abstract.
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The number 3 is not identical with ideas, in a human psychological sense.
When I assert 2 + 3 = 5 this is not a roundabout way of asserting an empirical
proposition about what people think 2 + 3 is. Arithmetical method is not a
method for taking opinion polls about math.
What about the color blue? You could destroy all blue things in the universe without destroying blue-ness. For that matter, you could kill all the cows
without destroying the concept of a cow — that is, the Form of Cow-ness.
The poet William Butler Yeats asks: “How can we know the dancer from
the dance?” A platonic philosopher might answer: easy! Imagine no dancer.

The word ‘dance’ is meaningful. It refers to an abstract property that may
or may not be exhibited by (instantiated in) anything. Particulars are ‘sensible’,
things you might perceive. Properties are ‘universals’. They are not identical
with any particular and can be many places at once. So you’ve never seen
the Dance, as opposed to dancers, only known of it. After the cows go
home, after the dance has ended, sentences containing the word ‘cow’ or
‘dance’ can go on being meaningful. Thoughts about cows and dances are
about something, come and go what may, cow and dance-wise. We live in
a world in which cows and dancing don’t mix (on an easy social basis.) But
we can think about it, talk about it. How do we manage to mean things that
we can’t point to, because they don’t exist? Maybe by reaching up into the
realm of Forms, to mix a few ingredients.
Perhaps these ideas all turn out to be subtly
extravagant nonsense. Strange metaphysical dream. Still, questions like ‘do numbers exist?’ seem meaningful and even
simple. It looks as though the answer
should be ‘yes.’ Numbers exist. Over
and above the domain of sensible
objects we have reason to believe in
a separate domain of abstract objects.
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9
Still, it seems doubtful that such considerations support the conclusion that
cows themselves — those mooing things — are less real than, let alone inferior
to, the abstract Form of Cow-ness. Two further features of Platonic Forms
deepen the difficulty. First, Plato’s Forms are unchanging and inert: they neither move nor shake. How, then, are we supposed to conceive of them interacting with the sensible world around us? Johannes Gutenberg introduced
moveable type to Europe in the 15th Century. He figured out a method
for manufacturing little pieces of metal for pressing — typing on — paper.
Plato introduced Immovable Types to Europe in the 4th Century BCE. I
have tried to give you some inkling how the latter works by analogy with
the former. But, then again, Plato’s Forms must be the exact opposite of print
technology. Plato’s Forms don’t ‘dent’. They do what they do in virtue of the
fact that they don’t — do anything, that is. Plato’s Immovable Types are as
far from moveable type as a dot on a page is from an extensionless point.
If we are going to understand the Forms, a conceptual leap must be made
past typewriters and computers … and we haven’t made it yet.
Second, Plato insists that the forms are self-predicating.
The Form of Cow-ness is, itself, a cow. The Form of
Blue is blue. The Form of Circularity is a circle. But
how to conceive this? The Form of Cow-ness is
just a … very spiritual Cow, with all mere mortal
cows radiating imperfectly around it? At best this
is a metaphor, and a rather silly-looking one. Plato
will object that we should look with our minds, not
our eyes. Corny cow puppets are not good guides to
the nature of the Forms. But what would be?
10
Why buy Plato’s Theory of Forms? The obvious reason is that you are already
independently convinced something of the sort must be right. To pick a possibility highly relevant to Plato’s posthumous career: you might be a Christian.
If you are convinced that, behind the mire of this existence, this vale of tears,
there must be a transcendent, eternal, all-powerful, all-good, non-physical,
non-visible Being that is, in some sense, the reason why everything is as it
is, and why this way must be for the best — well, then the Allegory of the
Cave will seem like a beautiful anticipation of a truth religion has subsequently revealed.
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But Plato is not a Christian. What is his reason — his allegedly rational
reason — for thinking the picture his Cave allegory presents us with is, in
some deep, metaphysical sense true? I would not discount the possibility
that the doctrine is, ultimately, mystical. But we should try a little harder than
that to find an argument that might be Plato’s.
Let me offer one. Here is its major premise: things that don’t make sense
can’t be real or true. Say you are living in a city, making your day-to-day
way with a vague sense of overall geography. One day something knocks
you off your path, makes you stop and think where you are going. Suddenly
the pieces don’t fit. That neighborhood you thought of as ‘to the west’? — it
can’t be. And if that neighborhood isn’t west …? You sit down, study a map,
discover how poor your sense of direction has been. The city you thought
you lived in, the map in your head, was not just unreal but absurd — yet
somehow half real. You were living in it. In your mind. Plato thinks we are
all living in a dream in that sense. Our workaday concept-maps of the things
around us — men, women, cows, trees, rocks, the stars — are not just mistaken
but incoherent. Shot through with contradiction; ergo these things must be,
at most, semi-unreal. But, as in a dream, we don’t notice, so we mostly don’t
try to wake ourselves up.
You might think the response to this argument should be short and sharp.
You don’t conclude the city itself is unreal just because you lost your sense
of direction. If Plato concludes that cows themselves are unreal because
our ideas of cows are confused, surely he is the confused one. This is a
strong response. But sometimes it is the case that our concepts prove so
confused we are forced to conclude the things we thought we were thinking
about sort of don’t even exist. If you are thinking about a round square, for
example. Plato thinks our ordinary thoughts about holiness, virtue, justice,
are like that. About something, yes; but maybe also about nothing. As to
the things around us? Things that change, yet stay the same things? Does
that even make any sense?
Let me introduce Heraclitus, a Greek thinker who died around the time
Socrates was born. His most famous saying (if he said it): you never step into
the same river twice! What does that mean? Maybe: there are only tokens,
no types. Let’s take it from the top. How many cows?
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Again, you might answer one or three but are more likely to say three this
time. These cows are not the same — not exactly — only similar. But, come
to think of it, even in that first case the three cows were only very similar. To
the naked eye three cows might be indistinguishable, but a closer look would
reveal differences in print or display quality. Any three biological cows are
going to be different in small ways, even if they are clones. Even if we waive
that point, three cows are always going to be located at different points in
space-time. So, they are three, not one. Conclusion: ‘the same’ is only ever
a sloppy way of saying similar. Two never equals one. Thus, if we talk about
types, let alone some pure Form of Cow-ness shared across cow cases, we
are not discovering some fabulous, intelligible realm, which our eyes are too
weak to see. Rather, we just plain have weak eyes. We are overlooking differences that are always really there. The truth is: there are only particulars.
The river may look the same today as yesterday, but it’s not. That particular
configuration of individual molecules is not coming back this way again. You
never step in the same river twice.
A Socratic mini-dialogue, in response to this Heraclitean argument:
Imagine those flickering shadows on the cave wall as a flowing
river. Can you see it? — Yes.
Now imagine we are fish. — These are funny looking people.
The fish, they say, is last to know he is in the water. Presumably he
is last to know he is a fish. Same goes for those who live in caves.
— Whatever you say. (Yawn.)
Maybe the fish can escape from the river. It would be very tiresome, but
it might be worth it. — Zzzzzzzz.
Platonists think it is possible to go against this Heraclitean flow. Anyway,
a river needs a bank. Change itself must be conceptualized against background constancy. Parmenides (a few decades older than Socrates) may go
so far in this constant direction as to deny that you can step into a different
river even once.
Slow down! What does that mean? Depending
how you read Parmenides, he may argue that reality
must be a strict unity. That is, there can really only
be one thing, and that thing must be unchanging.
(It’s hard to know how to draw this, so just contemplate the round shape of the fish plate. Circles are
a symbol of one-ness.)
Only one thing? Again, what could this mean?
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Let’s water Parmenides down, so the position is a bit less incomprehensibly strange. Once again: how many cows?

Suppose you decide to humor me by getting into the Parmenidean swing
of things — swing of Thing. Only one cow? How so? Are your eyes so bad
you don’t see the differences between the tokens? No, you are wisely inferring something about how the image was constructed. I made the image using
software. At some level, the lines of the cow cartoon are defined, mathematically, as curves. At some level, there is just one cow (vector cow-function). To
look at these three and see One is not a case of slurring similarity into identity.
It is case of knowing what is going on behind the scenes (behind the seens).
But could it be true to say that these cows are ‘the same’, despite appearances? They are, at least, similar. Similarity (come to think of it) is just as
abstract a quality as identity. What is it that makes these three cows similar?
Something abstract. Something they share. So similarity is just a kind of identity. We need a concept of identity to understand similarity, ergo we can’t
explain away identity as mere similarity. More fundamentally: distortion by
design isn’t distorted design. Predetermined change isn’t really change. You
wouldn’t say this book is changing or distorted, just because that third cow
looks changed and distorted from the first. Both cow images are aspects of
the one, unified, unchanging way this book Is. Now see the world that way.
To sum up: Heraclitean thinking emphasizes difference, particularity and
change. Parmenidean thinking emphasizes unity, sameness and constancy.
Plato’s metaphysics — his theory of reality — would appear to be an
attempt to combine the two.
Starting to get the picture?
The Myth of the Cave might say: Heraclitus is
right about the domain of appearances, the socalled Realm of Becoming; Parmenides is right
about reality, the so-called Realm of Being.
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11
But I still haven’t answered the question: why buy Plato’s Theory of Forms?
Because it synthesizes Heraclitus and Parmenides. But why buy that? Let’s be
specific. What is a good reason for thinking our ordinary thoughts — about
cows, say — are not just confused, which would not be too surprising
(no doubt a cow is complicated) but so contradictory we should
conclude the thing I think I am thinking about doesn’t really — or
fully — exist?
Here’s a bit more Heraclitean wisdom,
fresh bend in the river metaphor. “All is in
flux, and opposites are always combining.”
What’s that supposed to mean? It may
assert that a condition of the possibility of
material, sensible change is that all material,
sensible objects exhibit strictly contradictory properties.
Perhaps this not a good interpretation of Heraclitus,
but it seems to have influenced Plato. If you thought material objects had to be, by nature, self-contradictory, you
might conclude material objects are, by nature, somewhat unreal — mere appearance, dreamworks — since
contradictions can’t possibly be true.
But why would you think that all sensible objects
exhibit contradictory properties?
Take a few cells of my little
cow cartoon. Cut them apart.
Overlay them. What do you
get?
A blurry mess, that’s what.
(I warned you: the picture
quality in Plato’s underground
cinema is going to be lousy.)
Suppose the cartoon is a long one. Young cow grows
up to be old cow. Dancing episode is one of many. The
final cell shows a skull and a few bones. Overlay them.
What properties does the cow have? Contradictory ones. Young and old,
healthy and sick, alive and dead, standing tall and bending over. Dancing,
standing, sitting. Moving, still, graceful, clumsy.
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Yes, but you aren’t supposed to watch
the show that way. You aren’t supposed
to look at all the cells at once. (What a
stupid theory of how to watch cartoons!)
But in talking about ‘the cow’ we are
talking about all the cells — hence thinking
about all the cells — at once. The cow is all the
things it ever is or will be (or might be.) Any general claim of the form ‘the cow is x’ is therefore
likely to be true and false. The cow is a concatenation of opposites; that is, a contradiction in terms.
How do we respond to this? Here’s one possibility.
You bite the bullet and deny that there really is such
a thing as the cow. The truth is: you never watch the
same cow twice.
If this is the Heraclitean theory of cartoons — of
film — it isn’t half bad. (Forget digital stuff for a
moment.) You never view the same frame twice.
So: if we have sketched Heraclitus’ theory of reality
rightly, it basically says the world is a film-like parade
of particulars — a movie. There’s nothing more to it. Each
moment is unique and comes around only once. How could it be otherwise?
If you insist on thinking otherwise; if you try to think the cow as a thing that
endures, self-identically through change (through time, across frames) you
commit yourself to contradiction. You are falling victim to a blurry optical
illusion of identity. Yours eyes are telling you that 2 = 1.
Here’s the Parmenidean/Platonic retort: the assumption that ‘the cow’ talk
is meaningful — even to say ‘the cow’ is a combination of opposites!’ — presupposes there is an enduring it, beyond or behind the passing show. Ergo,
Heraclitus’ own way of talking denies his own way of thinking.
There are enduring things and also kinds of things, above and beyond
passing particulars. But then: the fact of there being such things will constitute a different level of reality than any mere particular.
Also, at least some talk about sameness and equality and identity is absolutely valid: 2 + 2 = 4. (2 + 2 isn’t just similar to 4.) We work out from this point.
Whatever makes it be the case that all these frames are of the cow can’t just
be one more frame among many. One more frame would just compound the
mess. Whatever cleans the mess, explaining how many are really one, must
be abstract — intelligible, not visible, different in kind from any particular.
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Pushing the film analogy one step beyond: in order for a film to show,
there needs to be a constant source of light — and order.
That is, there needs to be another kind of light behind that light. Some
mind must have thought it would make sense, be good, for the show to show
up this way. Parades of particulars don’t just happen. Individual frames don’t
pop into existence without rhyme or reason. There needs to be something
underpinning change: a constant reason why things are as they are.
On the other hand, Plato’s Theory of Forms is hardly a self-evident explanation for this passing show we call ‘reality’.
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